TECHNICAL INFORMATION
(T007-T009; n03)
NEUBAU - EYEWEAR.COM

ROSA – T007
GEORG – T008
LINDA – T009
Spare Part Group n03
RECOMMENDATION FOR OPTICAL LENSES:

- Frames have 5.0 base curve
- Flatter lenses should have 5.0 curve bevel applied to lens edge to maintain proper frame curve and ease adjustment

GLAZING AID:

- Patterns are available through customer service
- OMA shape files are available at www.silhouettelab.com

Attention: COLD GLAZING ONLY
Inclination

Incline the temple at the hinge!

Special radius design to prevent gap between temple and front when adjusting for pantoscopic tilt.
TEMPELE ADJUSTMENT

Straighten the temple using small steps
Adjust the temple end by bending in a gentle curve

You may heat the material up to 158 degrees Fahrenheit to ease adjustment